**WHAT MAKES THE I-MOP A REVOLUTIONARY GAME CHANGER?**

Currently, the only way to clean a dirty hard surface or floor in tight spaces is with the use of a standard mop and/or flat mop and bucket. This process is tedious, slow, hard work, very labor intensive and always leaves the surface with a layer of dirty residue. The revolutionary i-mop combines tried-and-true technology with state-of-the-art, patented technology to deliver never before capacity.

Much like the smart phone, we predict the i-mop will transform the cleaning world at work. The i-mop’s combined technologies and unique design makes the current drudgery of cleaning effortlessly quick and unmatched in sanitation. Unlike current cleaning tools and machines, this breakthrough cleaning system is literally effortless to use. It is extremely lightweight and is able to deliver cleaning solutions through specially designed high performance scrubbing brushes, followed by a powerful vacuum drying system. The i-mop allows the user to clean in and around tight, congested areas such as in bathrooms, around toilet basins, tables and chairs and under desks with unmatched ease of operation.

This cordless wonder is the lightest cleaning tool within its domain at 40 lbs. and can be transported up and down stairs without issue. The i-mop is remarkably compact when it comes to efficient storage. Unlike other cleaning floor machines which require significant muscle and training, the i-mop is safe and simple requiring virtually no training.

This space-age scrubber dryer outpaces anything that currently exists allowing its user to literally clean as fast as the user can walk. Utilizing our patented 360 degree hinge technology, the i-mop can “turn on a dime” and effortlessly go where no other scrubber dryer can, including going up hill.

What makes the i-mop irresistible? It pays and will not cost! The user will realize immediate, unparalleled benefits including but not limited to:

- Average labor savings from i-mop utilization/efficiencies will return the initial investment to the purchaser within the first 150 hours of operation.
- The i-mop will immediately become the gold cleaning standard as it removes any and all dirt through its unique patented cleaning, scrubbing, rinsing recovery system.
- Operator’s joy - i-mop puts the fun in functional with its ergonomic self-propelling design delivering the highest cleaning standards effortlessly and in a fun and convenient fashion.
- Statistics show that happy workers tend to be healthy workers, significantly eliminating injuries at work and expensive turn-over.
- Universally applicable, the i-mop delivers extraordinary leverage and value. Anyone can use it!
- Increases client appreciation and brand enhancement. Realizing that professional image is of key importance – everything speaks and communicates! The i-mop leverages state-of-the-art technology in the most professional fashion. Because the i-mop delivers unmatched cleaning performance, any observer will undoubtedly be impressed.
Based on our research and experience to date, we are highly confident and predict that the i-mop will transform the cleaning world at work as it allows today’s workers to stop spreading the dirt and start spreading the joy! Who would have thought that 10 years ago that the smart phone would take over the function of the PC and the phone? Who would have imagined only 10 years ago that the market leader Nokia would disappear? The i-mop has the performance of a scrubber dryer and the flexibility of a flat mop. The real question is: is i-mop a cleaning machine or a transformational invention that will revolutionize and positively change the world at work?

Based on our market research, the i-mop is poised to become one of the fastest selling, most effective new technologies available in today’s Jan San domain. Imagine presenting an offering to a market of $1.9 billion that is effortless to use, requires no training and will be immediately embraced in an overwhelmingly positive fashion by anyone who uses it. Imagine all of that with an offering that pays and doesn’t cost. This is why we say, “Life’s too short not to use the i-mop!” Stop spreading the dirt, put the fun in functional and start spreading the joy!

DISCOVER THE FUTURE OF CLEANING

• Replaces a Standard Mop and Bucket
• Leaves No Dirty Residue on the Floor
• Scrubs and Dries at the same Time – eliminates the need for wet floor signs and lessens the chance for accidents to occur
• A Cordless Wonder – no more tripping over cords
• Lightweight and Easy to Use – weighing only 40 lbs., it is designed for both male and female users in mind with almost no training required
• Client Appreciation and Brand Enhancement – state-of-the-art technology
• Can “Turn on a Dime” – cleans in and around tight spaces with ease
• Time and Labor Saving – allows the user to clean as fast as they can walk
• It pays and not costs – a revolutionary design that will transform the cleaning world!

Together We’re Better!
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